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Well,, it's something like these Holiness people, thefse white people, you know,
that shout around, dancing. Not dance, but they aipg and then th^y get some
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way and then they fall over. They get up and then, they say they s^en a vision
or something. It's the same thing.
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(Did you ever see it?)
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Yeah, I was—1915 or '16 was last time they had that ©hostTDances at darnegie.
'(Oh, they did?)
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WelL, that last Ghost Dance they had one Indian—they call them/callers—they
\
go around the camp and calling what they going to have—what's gonna taike place.
,We.ll, there's a man riding h6rseback, going around the camp. He said "This
afternoon, about the mjfddle of the evening," he said, "You all'are going to
see something over north, here!" Sign, I don't know what you call it. Well
a lot of people didn't know what—they were down in the river swimming then.
Somebody come back to the camp. Went out there and looked towards the north
side of that camp'down there. There was a tornado. Little twister just touching the ground there. Oh, that dust was blowing!

That caller was telling the

people, this afternoon "About the middle of the afternoon, you're going to see
something!" And sure enough he already,know* 'That's the reason I was telling
white people we-have prophets way backlihere.

"That's ours," I said', "You

white people are way behind us." Yeah, we'had prophets. They prophecy.

They

seen things w a y — They say "This thing's going to happen tomorrow," or something like that.
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(Well, what was the dance like?)
Jhey dance around in a circle. They had a bi^ cross in the iniddle there. I
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think they had two creases in there—cedar.
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' (Cedar? J
Those cedars.

I
That green cedar and a cross there.
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